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I am pleased to be able to have Satori back on SOL, albeit that it will be intermittingly as I have increased 

responsibilities at home.  I thought that I should get the barnacles off Satori’s keel to enable us to do our 

best at defending our 2022 and 2023 Lake Ontario Series Championships, which starts with the Susan 

Hood Trophy Race on Friday, May 31st.  That is obviously going to be difficult for Satori as you SOLers 

are racing more and just getting better and better.  I hope sharing my thoughts on this Mellum to 

Trischen Sprint will contribute to our collective improvement and be particularly useful for those new to 

SOL, notwithstanding that Satori only had a 9th place finish.  Yes, I still have some secrets to learn from 

the high ranking SOLers and Team Italia, who I am told have been frequently appearing among the Top 

Ten finishers, particularly in the long distance blue water races! 

As you know, this was a typically tight sprint race with only 56 seconds separating the Top Ten in the 

4hrs 39mins 35 secs it took for ita10267 to win the Race by a mere 14 seconds ahead of sassy63 

followed by WRmirekd and CriticalHippo, who had a photo-finish 5 seconds later which tied them for 

3rd place, separated by a SOL server decision.  We all should have known that every second would 

count. 

This race was going to be about efficiency, attending to WX’s promptly, and there was one scheduled 

1hr and 30 mins after the 09:00 UTC start.  Yes, it was scheduled for 10:30 UTC but I noted in the SOL 

weather bar that it might show up 5 mins earlier, based on the WX in effect at the Start.  It did just that 

and I was there to get it for a new routing.  How many seconds can you give up in that 5 mins?  

Fortunately there was not a major weather change, but I think it favoured the boats to the south-east 

more than the windward boats to the north-west. 

I knew that a QT vlm routing, by itself, was not going to win the race for Satori.  I have used QT enough 

to know that its optimization can be improved upon, and that is particularly so in longer races but it also 

proved to be so in this 30 nm race. 

With every second counting, why was WRmirekd sitting on the starting line already lined up with his 

starting COG, while Satori was not lined up with the COG of her starting DC?  Should I have also entered 

the Delayed Start COG in the Steering module?  I saw this in the AGL boat data log before the start.  Did 

this cause Satori a “computer second”? 

Looking at the weather ahead using the SOL weather slider it looked like it was going to be something of 

a header with the north-east wind oscillating slightly to the north, so it was not going to be a rhumbline 

course.  It looked like it was going to be one tack after clearing Mellum Island, if Satori went north. 

I know that I have to improve the efficiency of my tacking and gybing.  I can easily lose 10-15 seconds on 

a mark rounding and I have to get to tighter rounding.  In trying to do this I tacked seconds too early in 

the Bay to Bay Race and had to reround a mark.  WRmirekd and FreyjaUSA, among other high rankers, 

have it down to a science and, if you watch them, even the server track initially makes it look like they 

have rounded early!  I was pleased to see that there were no mark-roundings in this race unless it was 

going to be necessary to tack back to the Finish Line.  That got me thinking, can you finish by crossing 

the Finish Line from the wrong direction?  There was still the tacking Performance Loss to be considered.  

The high ranking SOLers know how to do this efficiently, as does AGL, which I was using.  Is another 

second at risk here? 
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Looking at the course and the forecasted wind direction made it clear that the option of which direction 

to leave the Starting Line to clear Mellum Island was going to be serious consideration.  This was going 

to be BS and wind pressure to the north versus a shorter distance to the south.  I knew going north I 

would have to cut down on the distance by hugging cape on the coastline of Mellum Island using the 

“extra zoom” in the SOL settings.  This can be worth several seconds or more and you know the high 

ranking SOLers will be literally scraping the coastline.  If you are using AGL this can help keep you from 

BBQing but I also double-check in extra zoom, after posting my DC’s to SOL, to make use that Satori is 

not BBQing.  I will make some minor adjustments using the Steering Module to get even closer to the 

coastline without BBQing.  I will be awake and ready at the helm.  It is a 5:00 am start here.  The 

performance loss from restarting after BBQing is usually not worth being too too aggressive, but 

advantage can be gained.  I will look to see if any of the high ranking competition is closer to the 

coastline of Mellum Island than Satori. 

I did some QT routing before the start.  The 2 WX’s before the one immediately before the start had 

Satori leaving Mellum Island along the south coast.  The last WX before the start had Satori going north 

with a one minute improvement in the finish time (no seconds are included in the QT routing time).  I 

prefer being to windward and going north would provide this advantage if any of the fleet decided to go 

along the south coast for the shorter distance.  So I decided to go north and was pleased to see that the 

WX after the start of the race improved Satori finishing time to 13:40 UTC, an improvement of 4 mins.  

The 27 seconds not shown in this QT predicted time, of course, made the difference from 6th to 9th 

place for Satori! 

14 of the boats racing went north to round Mellum Island and 37 went east along the south 

coast.  Of the Top Ten ranked boats, 3 were not racing.  3 went north (WRmirekd (finished 3rd), 

Sax747 (10) & CollegeFund (11)) and 4 went south (FreyjaUSA (5), sassy63 (2), CriticalHippo (4) 

& BRENTGRAY (35)), as did the winner, ita10267. 

The trade-off in going north vs south of Mellum Island was BS vs distance.  For example, in 

round numbers – Satori in the north travelled 31.89 nms at an average BS of 6.82 knts while 

ita10267 in the south travelled 31.39 nms at an average BS of 6.74 knts and this was the 

difference between 1st and 9th place.  (The FCPA accountant at work!) 
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18 mins into the Race here is the fleet in AGL going north to round Mellum Island.  You can see 

that WRmirekd has already tacked which proved to be to his advantage. 

 

And, here is the fleet in AGL that choose to go along the south coast of Mellum Island. 
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Should Satori have tacked earlier? 26 minutes into the race, WRmirekd is down closer to the 

north coast of Mellum Island on a shorter course with a better BS 6.046 knts vs Satori 6.032 

knts.  DTG WRmirekd 28.067 nm vs Satori 28.187 nm.  Distance advantage 0.120 nm.  Boats 

south of Mellum Island have better BS and shorter distance – Musigny is leading BS 6.405 knts 

and DTG 27.360 nm.  Ita10267, sassy67, CriticalHippo and FreyjaUSA, are in this group. 

 

Satori’s route and the fleets 58 mins into the race.  There are 4 late tackers still heading north. 
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An hour and 17 minutes into the race the fleet to the south-east are entering a high pressure 

zone with a 0.40 knt WS advantage and a BS advantage - Musigny 6.713 knts vs WRmirekd 

6.523 knts in the north.  You can see the track of Sime who left the fleet to the south to join 

those in the north.  The only one to do so. 

 

Here are the fleets at 10:33 UTC immediately after the new WX.  Satori has an ETA of 13:40 UTC 

(actual 13:40:27 UTC).  You can see the track of Chipspitter, who the SOL server has leading.  

(Technically, I believe this would be based on DTF as the crow flies using a Great Circle centred 

on the middle of the Finish Line, since there are no Marks before the finish.) 
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The AGL boat data log 1 hour and 38 mins into the race shows Chipspitter and a number of 

boats in the south-east have improved TWA which has also improved their BS. 

 

WRmirekd is placed 23rd and Satori is 30th, 8 places further back.  Will Satori get a Top Ten 

finish?  It looks like the boats to the north-west will have the windward advantage all the way 

to the finish but the boats to the south-east have higher TWS. 
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Here is the bigger picture at 10:43 UTC.  You can see the red rhumbline in the upper left corner. 

 

At 11:00 UTC I tested the potential finish times of some of the other boats using their AIS in QT 

by placing new marks on them and creating routes for them.  The ETA results – Satori 13:40 

UTC (actual 13:40:27) vs WRmirekd 13:41 (13:39:54) and Chipspitter 13:43 (13:48:23). 

At 13:02 UTC with DTG of 4.79 nms Satori has moved up to 12th place and you can see the trail 

of the leader, ita10267, to the south-east with 4.60 nms DTG. 
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Here is the fleet in AGL with 30 mins to go. 

 

Here are the BS’s in the AGL boat data log.  With DTG of 4.239 nms Satori has higher BS than all 

the boats placed ahead of her. 
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With 1.68 nm to go Satori is placed 8th and I am at the helm sailing TWA to the STBD finish.  I 

lost seconds here by not hugging the coastline of Trischen Island and getting on the bow of 

boats close to Satori.  I should have taken over the helm earlier.  The Top Ten did not change 

from this point other than Siaki and Never_Again_11, who switched 7th and 8th places. 

 

Here is the parade to the finish.  You can see that the boats that hugged the coastline of 

Trischen Island ended up to windward of Satori and could come down to the STBD finish at a 

slightly higher BS preventing Satori from moving up on those ahead. 
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Here in the AGL boat data log are the BS and TWA of the Top Ten boats that prevented Satori 

from improving her placement as she approached the Finish Line. 

 

Here are the lessons I took away from this race that would have improved Satori’s placement: - 

 I could have improved on the QT route, especially at the finish. 

 The 10:30 UTC WX did get posted 5 mins early, as I expected. 

 I took being to windward just a little too far.  I should have tacked earlier rounding 

Mellum Island. 

 Going north or south clearing Mellum Island proved to be something of a toss-up. 

 I could have hugged the Trischen coastline closer using extra zoom and maintained a 

windward advantage for the finish. 

 Seconds count when you are only 52 seconds behind the Leader! 

Kudos to ita10267. 

Thanks to all of you SOLers for a great race, particularly the volunteers and the SOL Committees 

who make it possible for the rest of us. 

Please join me in the Susan Hood Trophy Race which starts on Friday, May 31st. 

Satori 


